Now you have a current and
comprehensive Auslan Image
and Resource Bank
anywhere with internet!

Subscription
Features
Subscription Type:

Kids Teachers
&
&
Carers Trainers

Site
License

Logins:
Number of Simultaneous Logins
(PC's logged in at any time)

1

1

Unlimited
within site
+ 1 (PC on
the internet
anywhere)

Number of Groups
(Classes)

Nil

10

100

Number of Profiles
(Users/Students)

10

100

1500

- Online Games & Activities
- Signing Songs
- Search
- Tutorials & Online
Courses
- Poster, Room Label and
Flash Card Creators
- Time Telling
- Numbers and Numeracy

Teachers & Trainers:
- Text to Keysign Converter
- Creator for Dictionary
Pages, Worksheets, Dice
and Domino's
- Curriculum Material
- Class plans

Printable Resources
Forums

 



Kids
Only

All

Kids
Only

All


All
All

Teachers &
Trainers

Site
License
N/A

$40

$65
sub6newTT

12 Month NEW
$60
Subscription
sub12newKC

$95

$500 + $135

sub12newTT

sub12newSite

$50

$80

$500

sub12renKC

sub12renTT

sub12renSite

24 Month NEW
$90
Subscription
sub24newKC

$145

$850 + $135

sub24newTT

sub24newSite

$77

$125

$850

sub24renKC

sub24renTT

sub24renSite

12 Month
Renewals Only

24 Month
Renewals Only

 

Kids &
Carers
sub6newKC

6 Month NEW
Subscription

Sections:
Kids & Carers:

Subscription
Type

What is the difference between a site license
and a single user license?
A single user can login anywhere with a login and password.
Only 1 PC can be logged at any time.
Site licenses do not require logging in, and allow
every PC in a building/site to be logged in simultaneously.

Which subscription
do you need?
Go online now for
more information or
call us for help

Search and learn signs anywhere, anytime for free via
SignPlanet Mobile. First launched in 2003 this feature
has been regularly updated and now includes a new edition for the new ‘large screen’ mobile phones.
Both small and large screen phone
versions are free to use!
(Your provider’s data charges will apply)

Simply enter the word you are searching for. You will
instantly receive the line art sign, a description of how
to sign it, notes on state usage/popularity and a
clipart image of the item being signed (where available).
You can now take sign tutorials
online. When you use your
SignPlanet login to access
on-mobile Auslan tutorials, it
will keep track of your
progress for you!

http://m.signplanet.net

Prices and features subject to change as part of the site’s ongoing
development. You will not be disadvantaged by any change.

Prices and Help ►

FREE on your Mobile Phone

 1800 245 297


 1300 88 41 61


Learn More ►

Make your own resources with

www.SignPlanet.net
Use SignPlanet to design, print
and save the resources YOU NEED,
quickly and effortlessly.

It is a large site, and growing every day. Join the
4,000 plus who visit the site, every week.
Some of its features include :

A searchable dictionary of Auslan
For each sign you can VIEW and PRINT the line art
image of the sign, plus a video clip of Signing Simon (our
computer avatar), plus a clip art image, the description
of how to perform the sign, state usage notes, and
context usage notes where appropriate. You can search
by individual word, or by category.
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Text - To - Sign Conversion Tool
This tool allows you to convert English words and
sentences into Auslan strips. Use it to create your own
book translations or to create a customised list of signs
(EG school spelling lists)
MORE CREATION TOOLS ►

Create your own resources

Use our pre-made resources

Using either your own word/sign list, or by selecting a
category, you can create your own custom resources
and save them for use as often as you need.
Kids & Carers Templates (also available to Teachers&Trainers)
 Flash Cards
 Room Labels / Sign Poster

There are now literally hundreds of pre-made
resources available including song-sheets, games
and activities, worksheets, labels for the home and
school, quick reference charts, handouts and
much more. So many that we have added a
search feature that allows you to view
resources by category or type and search for
resources included in your word/sign list.

Teachers & Trainers Templates include:
 Dictionary style page
 Simple sign strips
 Writing worksheets
 Circle a sign/object
 Game dice
 Dominos
You can set the size of the
sign, font size and style.
Save time with the
Timetable Scheduler!
Simply select the time, event
title (Eg Lunch), to include
clipart or not, and click
“make clocks” and you have
your own personalised,
signed schedule.
Our Label and Flashcard maker
is very popular!
Simply select a category (eg:
objects in the classroom, or
clothing), and the size you want
your labels to be. Tick to include
descriptions of how to perform
the signs and the click to create
your labels! Print them, Laminate
them if you want and start
putting them up everywhere!
It could not be easier!

Learn by level and category tutorials
Learn at your own pace online with access to the
line art and Signing Simon (picture on back
page) video clips, plus descriptions of how to
perform each sign.

Plus Online Games,
curriculum material,
full AUSLAN LOTE curriculum K-6,
discussion and support forums
and much, much more!

Subscribe
online for
Full Access
NOW!

